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Abstract

Sexual expressions in the 21st century have become diverse to the extent that previously stereotyped expressions are gaining popularity within Christian ethical discourses. Most Christian denominations differentiate homosexual orientation from homosexual behaviors. This distinction allows these denominations to denounce homosexual behaviors and tolerate homosexual orientation. The underlining notion is that one is not guilty until they have acted on their sexual orientation. Thus experiencing homosexual orientation alone does not necessarily make one a homosexual. This article examines sexual orientation and sexual behavior as components of sexual expression. The examination links sexual orientation and sexual behavior to sexual identity. The fundamental question of the inquiry is: are sexual orientations and sexual behaviors mutually exclusive as far as sexual expression is concerned? Are Christian denominations justified in denouncing homosexual behaviors but tolerant of homosexual orientations? The article reveals that not all sexual orientations have corresponding sexual behaviors, but sexual orientations influence sexual behaviors and the choice of a sex partner. Individuals determine their sexual identity through their preferred sexual orientation and not through their sexual behaviors or choice of a sex partner. Consequently, it is incorrect to focus on sexual behaviors or the gender of sex partners to respond to issues on sexual identity. Jesus’ statement in Matthew 5:28 shows that unhealthy sexual orientation is as toxic as unhealthy sexual behavior. It is, therefore, inconsistent for a Christian community to strictly condemn sexual behaviors in same-sex relations while tolerating homoeroticism.
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Introduction

Sexual expressions determine nearly all issues about the relationship between the genders. It shapes people’s identities. Recent emphasis on human rights and freedom has opened the gateway for various sexual expressions outside
mainstream sexual activities—heteronormativity. Consequently, the acceptance of sexual expressions like homosexuality and bisexuality is increasingly becoming a concern in 21st-century society. As it stands now, it appears secular society may readily make provisions that favor the inclusion of various sexual expressions. A study by Andrew R. Flores indicates that the global social acceptance of sexual diversity significantly increased between 1980 and 2020. A total of 175 countries have inclusive policies that positively impact the way society respects the rights of the LGBTQIA+ community. Iceland has the highest Global Acceptance Index (GAI) score of 9.78, and Azerbaijan has the lowest Global Acceptance Index (GAI) score of 1.42.[1]

However, faith communities generally find these demands disturbing. Some are caught between doctrine and practice. While their teachings say one thing, their practices say the other. In some cases, the disparity has divided the front of some Christian denominations. For example, the United Methodist Church, the Southern Baptist Church, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the Episcopal Church, and the Presbyterian Church have split over LGBTQIA+ concerns. A survey by the Pew Research Center in 2015 revealed that 62% of Protestant denominations favor LGBTQIA+, 33% were against LGBTQIA+, and 63% saw no tension between their beliefs and the LGBTQIA+ concerns.[2] The activities of human rights activists are likely to change these statistics in favor of the LGBTQIA+ community. This will mean that the tension between heterosexual activities and previous stereotyped sexual expressions in most mainline Christian denominations will be acute.

In the hope of resolving this tension, some Christian denominations have expressed their opinion on the LGBTQIA+ concerns in official statements. Almost all these statements forbid discrimination against people with homosexual and bisexual attractions, inclination/orientation and call for inclusion: “Such persons must be accepted with respect and sensitivity. Every sign of unjust discrimination in their regard should be avoided.”[3] The Reformed Christian Church emphatically states that “Persons of same-sex attraction may not be denied community acceptance solely because of their sexual orientation and should be wholeheartedly received by the church and given loving support and encouragement.”[4] However, most of these denominations see the practice of homosexuality, bisexuality, asexuality, and pansexuality as a contradiction of conventional Christian faith and practice. The United Methodist Church, for instance, states that “the practice of homosexuality is incompatible with Christian teaching.”[5] The Roman Catholic Church regards homosexual acts as “intrinsically immoral and contrary to the natural law.”[6] The Seventh-day Adventist Church denounces same-sex relations: “The Bible makes no accommodation for homosexual activity or relationships. Sexual acts outside the circle of a heterosexual marriage are forbidden…Seventh-day Adventists are opposed to homosexual practices and relationships.”[7]

Though these denominational statements give some form of direction in Christian attitudes towards same-sex relationships, their forensic nature makes them insufficient in dealing with the tension between Christian sexual ethics and LGBTQIA+ concerns. Differentiating sexual inclination, orientation, or attraction from sexual act, behavior, or practice is a trend in these official statements.
However, sexuality is both overt and covert. Sexual orientation, inclination, attraction, and sexual acts, behaviors, or practices are acutely connected. In this vein, it becomes incongruent for a moral stance to condemn one but accept the other. For example, the Roman Catholic Church does not regard homosexual inclination as sinful. Instead, it regards it as a disorder: “Although the particular inclination of the homosexual person is not a sin, it is a more or less strong tendency ordered toward an intrinsic moral evil; and thus the inclination itself must be seen as an objective disorder.”[8] Since sexual desire/attraction is intertwined with sexual acts, the homosexual lifestyle cannot exclude homosexual attraction or orientation. James A. Forbes Jr. is right to describe sexuality as “Sex. Physical. Mental. Spiritual. It is the expression of individual libido as well as individual conscience…”[9] While sex involves the physical act of expressing libido (sexual desire), it also involves the cognitive aspect (conscience) that determines our inclinations or attractions. Accordingly, regarding homosexual practice as a sin while tolerating homosexual orientation is very confusing, if not misleading.[10]

Guidance on the interaction between Christianity and the LGBTQIA+ community is needed today as it was several years ago. Ignoring the concerns of the LGBTQIA+ community is morally unacceptable. It is proper to probe these existential concerns before adequately responding to them. However, at the same time, the conventional Christian stance on these concerns cannot be pushed aside either. The apparent divide between Christian sexual ethics and the LGBTQIA+’s desire for religious inclusion needs to be resolved. Christianity cannot be indecisive or maintain its obscure response in the wake of these pressures. If it would sustain its relevance in present-day society, it must clearly express its stance on sexuality as a whole, not in part.

Mark A. Yarhouse’s *Homosexuality and the Christian: A Guide for Parents, Pastors, and Friends* is a significant contribution in this regard. Concerned with sexual and religious identities, Yarhouse probes issues bothering on “identity, sanctification, and stewardship”[11] from the Creation, Fall, Redemption, and Glorification biblical narrative.[12] He explains that

> **Genesis affirms that God created two sexes, male and female and that he wanted sexual intimacy to be kept within heterosexual unions…it was a state that God said was good, and therefore Christians should look at the creation story as having important implications for sexuality and sexual behavior. Through God’s design and pronouncements, Christians have understood that he is blessing monogamous, heterosexual unions.**[13]

Nonetheless, Yarhouse appears to target homosexual behaviors rather than homosexual orientation or attraction: “…homosexual behavior is not appropriate for the Christ-follower.”[14] It might seem that his overall outlook on sexuality involves both sexual attraction and sexual behavior. However, he seems to echo the approach of most Christian denominations that separate sexual orientation from sexual behavior.

Like Yarhouse, this article situates the discussion in the interaction between sexual orientation and sexual behavior and their relations to sexual identity.[15] As such, matters on causes of sexual orientation and sexual behaviors and factors that sustain them lie outside of the scope of this article. Also, debates about same-sex relationships and the Bible abound
in the available literature, and it is not the interest of this article to add to it.[16]

The current article deviates from Yarhouse’s pattern of inquiry in that it focuses on the components of sexual expression: sexual orientation and sexual behavior. The fundamental question of the inquiry is: are sexual attraction and sexual behaviors mutually exclusive as far as sexual expression is concerned? Are Christian denominations justified in condemning homosexual behaviors but tolerant of homosexual orientations?

The Nature of Sexual Expression

Sexual expression broadly describes how human beings experience and express their sexuality. Sexuality manifests in several ways, including thoughts, desires, fantasies, behaviors, and practices. It has biological, physical, psychological, social, and spiritual nuances. Nevertheless, it can have a general categorization—covert and overt. The covert dimension of sexual expression refers to the orientation or attraction (thoughts, desires, and fantasies) that determines patterns of sexual interests.

Sexual thoughts refer to mental images of interesting sexual behaviors. Sexual fantasy is a paternalized sexual thought that induces sexual arousal.[17] Common sexual fantasies include reliving an exciting sexual experience, imagining sex with a current partner, imagining sex with a different partner, imagining oral sex, imagining sex in a romantic location, sexual power/irresistibility, and rape.[18] Sexual desire describes a wish or a drive towards preferred sexual activities. It may or may not lead to sexual behavior.[19] Lust and libido are terms used synonymously with sexual desire.[20] Sexual desire is dynamic, and it can be positive or negative.[21] The American Psychological Association states that “[s]exual orientation refers to an enduring pattern of emotional, romantic, and sexual attractions to men, women, or both sexes.”[22]

People may be attracted to other individuals of the other sex (heterosexuality)[23] same sex (homosexuality), or both the other sex and same sex (bisexuality).[24] In recent times, lack of sexual attraction or low sexual desire or interest (asexuality)[25] has been described as a fourth type of sexual orientation, but scholars are yet to reach a consensus. Alternatively, the terms androphilia and gynephilia are used to describe sexual attractions. While androphilia refers to sexual attraction to masculinity, gynephilia refers to sexual attraction towards femininity. Pansexuals or polysexuals (sometimes referred to as queer) may be attracted to masculinity and femininity.[26]

Sexual preference is sometimes used interchangeably with sexual orientation. However, scholars have subtly distinguished between them. While sexual preferences are voluntary, sexual orientation is not.[27] John Money introduced the term ‘sexual orientation’ to distinguish sexual preference from sexual attraction. The basis for the differentiation is choice.[28] Though one’s sexual preference may lead to sexual orientation identity, scholars generally agree that sexual orientation is not a product of choice and that it cannot be altered: “sexual orientation is tied to physiological drives and biological systems that are beyond conscious choice.”[29] Theories about the cause of sexual orientation are based on
hormonal, genetic, and environmental factors. Regardless of the uncertainty, scholars generally favor biological theories over other theories.

Sexual behaviors are commonly expressed through intimate physical contact in various ways, including masturbation/autoeroticism, coital sex, oral sex, anal sex, fingering, and sex by dildo. Though generally regarded as examples of sexual abuse, voyeurism, exhibitionism, pedophilia, sadism, and masochism, by consent, may be uncommon forms of sexual behavior. Virtual sex, despite its nonphysical nature, is considered a form of sexual behavior.

Sexual Orientation Versus Sexual Behavior

Sexual behavior is closely related to sexual orientation. However, the two are not the same. Sexual behavior refers to sexual acts, but sexual orientation describes “fantasies, attachments, and longings.” Although sexual orientation may determine sexual behavior or might influence the choice of a sex partner, not all sexual orientations are expressed in sexual behaviors. For example, an individual with homoerotic orientation may express heterosexual behaviors only. The terms concordance or discordance describe how sexual orientation matches or mismatches sexual behavior. Accordingly, an individual with a heterosexual orientation who expresses homosexual behaviors will experience discordance, while an individual with a heterosexual orientation that corresponds with heterosexual behaviors is said to experience concordance. Some sexual orientations may never be expressed through physical contact with another person (alloerotism). Instead, they may lead to autoerotic behaviors such as masturbation and sexual daydreaming.

A study of 1878 adolescents in Canada showed that 35% of adolescents had same-sex orientations with no corresponding same-sex behaviors. In a study of 1000 adults in the United States, Zhana Vrangalova and Savin-Williams reported nonexclusive patterns of sexual orientation and sexual behavior. The discordance between sexual orientation identity and sexual behavior implies that some heterosexuals have experienced homoeroticism or same-sex sexual behaviors. Recent studies on the connection between sexual orientation identity and sexual behavior describe the situation as sexual fluidity. Sexual fluidity describes the situation in which individuals who identify with a specific sexual orientation engage in sexual behaviors other than those that align with their preferred sexual identity label.

The complexity of sexual orientation is seen in this definition: “a physiological predisposition toward patterns of sexual and romantic thoughts, affiliations, affection, or desires with members of one’s sex, the other sex, both sexes, or neither sex.” These predispositions have induced self-determined sexual orientation labels in heterosexual, bisexual, gay/lesbian, asexual, and pansexual. This labeling is termed sexual orientation identity, and it arises from personal
awareness and acceptance of one's sexual orientation. Ritch C. Savin-Williams argues that existing categories for sexual labeling are relative than absolute.[38]

The multidimensional relationship between sexual orientation and sexual behavior implies that we cannot determine sexual identities from sexual behaviors. It is a flaw to identify one's sexuality by a sex partner. Instead, one's preferred sexual orientation determines their sexual identity.[39]

Christian Conception of Sexual Orientation and Sexual Behavior

Sexual imaginations appear natural to human beings. Sexual thoughts may unconsciously creep into our minds causing various obtrusive sexual orientations (desires or fantasies). For example, one may daydream about sexual indulgence with their spouse or a non-spouse. Depending on one's interest, sexual imaginations may be heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, or pansexual.

Sexual thoughts, desires, or fantasies may be healthy or unhealthy. Healthy sexual imaginations are sexual thoughts, desires, or fantasies involving spouses in heterosexual relationships. The sexual images are respectful to the spouse and appropriate within Christian sexual ethics. Unhealthy sexual imaginations describe sexual thoughts, desires, or fantasies that involve sexual images that are disrespectful to one’s spouse and unconventional within Christian sexual ethics. For instance, it becomes harmful when one develops an interest in sexual imaginations involving another person other than one’s spouse in heterosexual monogamous marital relationships. Not only are homosexual, bisexual, asexual, and pansexual images offensive to Christian heteronormativity, but they are equally unhealthy when they occur in heterosexual relations.[40]

Nurturing healthy sexual imaginations is permitted within Christian heteronormativity. Proverbs 5:19 enjoins healthy sexual imaginations between two lovers in a heterosexual relationship, “a lovely deer, a graceful doe. May her breasts satisfy you at all times; may you be intoxicated always by her love.” The Oriental tradition admired the female mountain goat’s (doe or hind) beauty, swiftness, and lustful eyes.[41] These characters were used to represent affection in several poems about love in heterosexual relations (see Sg. of Sol. 2:9,17; 7:3; 8:14; Ps 18:33). Lovers are urged to wander timelessly and be saturated by the sexual characteristics of their beloved.

In contrast, heterosexual lovers are cautioned against sexual imaginations involving other persons who are ‘strange’ to heterosexual relations, “Why should you be intoxicated, my son, by another woman and embrace the bosom of an adulteress?” (Pro 5:20). The verb ṣā-ṣā-ḵáh, “strange,” is from the root zuwr, which means ‘harlot’ in its adjectival form (see Pro 2:16; 5:3; 7:5; 22:14; 23:33). Other versions of the Bible render it as immoral or adulteress.[42] Describing unhealthy sexual imaginations as lustful passion, desires of the flesh, and passion, Christian heteronormativity has no allowance for strange sexual orientations (cf. 1 Thess 4:5; Gal 5:16; Col 3:5). Proverbs 6:25, for instance, strongly enjoins
believers not to entertain strange sexual attractions “Do not desire her beauty in your heart, and do not let her capture you with her eyelashes.”

James links desires to behavior: “But one is tempted by one’s own desire, being lured and enticed by it; then, when that desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin, and that sin, when it is fully grown, gives birth to death” (Jam 1:14-15). Sexual imaginations, in whatever form, are not morally neutral. It is dynamic and may influence behavior consciously or unconsciously. Accordingly, Jesus was concerned with sexual orientation as much as sexual behavior, “But I say to you that everyone who looks at a woman with lust has already committed adultery with her in his heart” (Matt 5:28). The verb *epithymēsai*, “to lust after,” is from the root *epithumeó*, meaning “to desire, lust after” and it implies the mental disposition of longing for, coveting, or setting your heart upon an object or a person (cf. Matt 13:17; Lk 15:16).

Interestingly, Jesus uses the literary device of synecdoche to emphasize the critical role of sexual thoughts on the continuum between sexual orientation and sexual behavior. *Kardia*, “heart,” literally means the human heart (organ), but it could also refer to the inner being, will, intention, or mind (cf. Mt 5:8; 6:21; 9:4; 11:29). Consequently, believers must nurture their inner being, thought, intentions, or mind because it is critical to righteous living (Pro 4:23; Mt 12:34). Instead of pursuing every thought, including sexual inclinations, and making it define our identity, believers are to subject their thoughts to Jesus, “and every proud obstacle raised up against the knowledge of God, and we take every thought captive to obey Christ” (2 Cor 10:5, cf. Phil 4:8).

Basing Christian sexual attitude on sexual behaviors alone ignores the critical role of sexual orientation, and it is tantamount to making a judgment based upon outward appearance. However, the Bible strongly opposes appearance-based conclusions, “Do not judge by appearances, but judge with right judgment” (1 Sam 16:7; Jn 7:24; see Jn 8:15; 2 Cor 10:7). In this instance, the proper judgment refers to a comprehensive outlook on sexual expressions. Sexual behavior is an outward display of an inner sexual inclination. Confessional Lutherans are right to officially profess that “We cannot limit the sin of homosexuality to deeds but not desires, any more than we can limit heterosexual sin to deeds but not desires. Scripture includes desires and inclinations toward sinful actions in the category of sin (Mt 5:27-28). This is true of both homosexual and heterosexual sin.”

Though the Bible does not speak to appropriate sexual behaviors, as they are extensively known today, in heterosexual monogamous marital relations, it prohibits some sexual behaviors. Condemned sexual behaviors in the Bible include adultery (sexual relations involving married and unmarried persons as well as between unmarried individuals, Ex 20:14; Acts 15:29; 2 Cor 12:21; Gal 5:19); incest (sexual relations involving relatives, Lev 18:6-18; 20:11-22); sexual intercourse involving a woman in her menstrual cycle (Lev 18:19); homosexuality (sexual relations between persons of the same sex, Lev 18:22; 20:13; Deut 23:18; Rom 1:26-28; 1 Cor 6:9; 1 Tim 1:10); rape (sexual relations involving a nonconsenting party, Deut 22:25-28) and bestiality (sexual relations involving human beings and animals, Lev 20:15-16).

Scripture describes sexual expressions, especially sexual intercourse, as a celebration of intimacy within heterosexual monogamous marital relations (Gen 2:24-25). Apart from some near-explicit sexual references in the Song of Solomon
(especially chapter 5), the Bible tones down sexual behaviors through euphemistic references. Terms like “knew,” (Gen 4:1; 38:26; Num 31:17-18; Matt 1:25), “uncovering one’s feet” (Ru 3:4), “lay with” (Gen 34:2; Num 31:17-18; 2 Sam 12:24), “go in or went in” (Gen 16:2; 2 Sam 12:24), “approach” (Gen 20:4; Lev 18:14), and “uncovering nakedness” (Lev 18:7), in context, generally refer to both permissible and prohibitory sexual behaviors.

Jude 7 uses the clause “having gone after strange flesh” to describe homosexual behaviors and Romans 1:26-27 uses the terms physikēn, “natural,” and para physin, “unnatural,” to describe heterosexual and homosexual behaviors respectively, “For this reason God gave them over to degrading passions; for their women exchanged natural relations for that which is contrary to nature, and likewise the men, too, abandoned natural relations with women and burned in their desire toward one another, males with males committing shameful acts and receiving in their own persons the due penalty of their error.” Homosexual relations are specifically considered a shame (aschēmosynēn, v. 27). Arsenokoitai refers explicitly to homosexuals, and they are mentioned among other sinners who need redemption (1 Tim 1:10) or who shall be excluded from God’s kingdom (1 Cor 6:9). Apart from a few homoerotic and bestial erotic references, most of these passages refer to sexual behavior within heterosexual relations. [45] This trajectory forcibly suggests heteronormativity in the Bible. [46]

Implications and Conclusion

Sexual orientations and sexual behaviors are components of sexual expressions. Although not all sexual orientations have corresponding sexual behaviors, sexual orientations influence sexual behaviors and the choice of a sex partner. Individuals determine their sexual identity through their preferred sexual orientation and not through their sexual behaviors or choice of a sex partner. Consequently, it is incorrect to focus on sexual behaviors or on the gender of sex partners to respond to issues on sexual identity. Jesus’ statement in Matthew 5:28 shows that unhealthy sexual orientation is as toxic as unhealthy sexual behavior. It is, therefore, inconsistent for a Christian community to strictly condemn sexual behaviors in same-sex relations while tolerating homoeroticism. [47]

The reality of homoerotic orientation cannot be denied. Literature and lived experiences suggest that biological and environmental factors influence homoerotic orientation. A discordance between one’s sexual orientation and sexual behavior could lead to rejection and loneliness. Acceptance and inclusion of one’s sexual identity depend on the prevailing culture. [48] While individuals with same-sex orientation would be accepted in a sexually diverse culture, they will be excluded in a heteronormative culture.

The Christian culture is mainly heteronormative. It firmly renounces non-heterosexual orientation and behaviors. Within the Creation-Fall-Redemption-Glorification biblical narrative, the Christian culture regards homosexual, bisexual, asexual, and pansexual orientations and behaviors as an aspect of life distorted by sin. Like all other sins, non-heterosexual orientation and behaviors are unacceptable in Christian circles. Individuals engaged in sexual distortions, whether
homosexual, bisexual, asexual, pansexual, or unhealthy heterosexual relations, need God’s grace. It is inappropriate to stigmatize or condemn them.

Along with other nonsexual sinners, they are to be supported and encouraged to approach Jesus for redemption. Supporting non-heterosexuals is not the same as tolerating homoerotic orientations or contextualizing clear biblical teachings against non-heterosexual relations to allow them to indulge in homoeroticism. Instead, Christian communities are to embrace them and point them to Jesus’ self-giving and liberating love, assisting them to conform to biblical heteronormativity.

Footnotes


Yarhouse, Homosexuality and the Christian: A Guide for Parents, Pastors, and Friends, 35. He argues that “...as important and meaningful as relationships can be between two people of the same sex, sexual behavior between them is considered one of many things that fall outside of God’s revealed will. Yarhouse has a solid biblical stance: “according to the scriptures, sex outside of a heterosexual union falls outside of God’s will and intention for us. This is not limited to homosexual sex, but it does include it” (Yarhouse, Homosexuality and the Christian: A Guide for Parents, Pastors, and Friends, 22, 25).


[42] The New Language Translation, New King James Version, and Amplified Bible interpret ḥə-zā-ràh as ‘immoral,’ and


[46] "...sex in heterosexual marriage is affirmed by the Bible for three primary reasons. First, it is a symbol of our relationship with the Lord. This was conveyed in metaphors throughout the Old Testament between God and Israel, and in the New Testament between Christ and the Church. Second, sex in marriage is good because of the unity it creates between one man and one woman. Third, sex in marriage is good because it is the sole means of procreation, even when procreation is not chosen or not possible due to other issues such as infertility" (Yarhouse, 2010, 25).
